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A C Thompson won the 2013 Elijah Parish Lovejoy Journalism Award for his work as an investigative journalist.

By GRIFFIN METTO
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Elijah Parish Lovejoy, who
graduated from what was then
Waterville College in 1826 ,
dedicated his career to the abolitionist movement by working for
multiple newspapers he wrote
for in the southern and western
United States.

President William "Bro" Adams explained at the Lovejoy
Convocation on Oct. 27 how
Lovejoy "was shot four times
and died where he fell ," after
a pro-slavery mob attacked the
warehouse in Alton , 111. where he
had hidden his printing press on
Nov. 7, 1837.
To honor his sacrifice , the College created the Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Journalism Award as a
way of recognizing "courage in

reporting and publishing, " according to Adams. The Lovejoy Selection Committee, which
awards the honor each year , consists of journalists from organizations all around the country, from
The New York Times to The Denver Post.
The 2013 Lovejoy Award recipient was A.C. Thompson , an
See AWARD WINNER, Page 2

SGA tables vandalism motion
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

On Oct. 27 , in its biweekly
formal meeting, the Student Government Association (SGA) again
discussed the issue of residence
hall vandalism and was unable to
arrive at any solid conclusions on
how best to handle the high rates
of damage. The topic has been of
great concern at the College in
recent semesters , and SGA has
been discussing the best methods
of preventing damage , of allocating the charges , and of changing
a culture on campus thai seems to
foster residence hall vandalism.
Motion Four , requesting that
SGA reopen the discussion concerning a possible recommendation to Campus Life "that all
residence hall vandalism be split
equally across campus for a trial
period of one semester," was a particularly charged issue. A handful
of students from Hei ghts and the
Alfond Apartments were present
nt the meeting to express their sup-

port for the idea.
The issue of equally spreading
vandalism charges is complicated,
due to billing processes. Residential
Life Chair and Housing and Facilities Advisory Committee (HFAC)
member Dan Sunderland '14 explained that this proposal of equal
billing has been suggested in the
past, and Associate Director of Campus Life Kim Kenniston was asked
to look at previous years to crunch
the numbers. She found that if the
fees were spread equally among students living on campus, the charge
per person would be less than $10.
The finance office however, does not
charge fees of less than $10 because
the cost to bill a student less than
that amount is more than the office
would be gaining in return. As current policy stands, the College would
be paying the approximate SI0 ,000
in damage a semester.
Sunderland said that although
he did not wish or intend to sway
the vote on the motion , he stated
that he did not believe Campus
Life would approve the suggestion due to this monetary issue .

and that HVAC recommended that
SGA not pass the policy. Averill
Dorm President Marshal l Donner
'15 expressed his certainty that ii
the College were going to have to
pay an extra $10 ,000 a semester,
the finance office would find a
better way to bill students.
Community Advisor (CA) Representative Nick LaRovere '15
explained how CAs split up their
total vandalism costs between the
approximately 40 of them as a
show of solidarity in the problem
of stopping vandalism. This way,
they equally share the burden of
damage fees. "We see it as a mission of our community of CAs to
be always working towards stopping dorm vandalism....! don 't
really see [Motion Four] as a
Band Aid but rather solution as
to how we see residence hall vandalism. It 's not a dorm by dorm
issue but rather an issue thai engulfs the entire campus , the entire community, " LaRovere said.
He suggested that SGA could
See SGA Pa&e 2

This November marks Transgender November on campus ,
a month of transgender-based
programming organized by the
Bridge and aimed at bringing a
host of fun and informative opportunities to the Hill.
The idea was conceived a couple of years ago after students
began expressing a need for such
a period of time dedicated to the
top ic. The goal of Transgender
November is to
create awareness
about
Transgender activism
while also informing students
on how to make
the community
a safer place for
transgender individuals.
The
month
will feature talks
from Joy Ladin , a Yeshiva University English Chair who is the
first professor at an Orthodox
Jewish institution who is openly
transgender. Ladin will speak on
her life before and after her transition. She has spoken around
the country in addition to releasing a popular memoir, Through
The Door of Life: A Jewish Journey Between Genders.
The keynote speaker will be

renowned transgender activist
and actress Laverne Cox , who
plays Sophia Burset in the new
hit Netflix series Orange is
the New Black. In addition to
her career as an actress she is
a member of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), a leading media
source for LGBT equality and
a frequent contributor to the
LGBTQ and transgender related issues for the Huffington
Post. Co-Chair of The Bridge
Maddie Hunsicker '15 said she
hopes , "her appearance here at Colby on
Nov. 11 will attract a
wide audience , introducing them to the
transgender
experience , perhaps for the
first time. "
Ladin 's lecture , "A
Jewish Journey Between Genders " will
be held today, Oct. 31 ,
from 4:30 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. in the Pugh Center Commons Room. Cox 's presentation ,
"Ain 't I a Woman: My Journey
to Womanhood ," is Monday,
Nov. 11 at 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
in Page Commons. The Bridge
will also host the Trans Oral
History Project on Nov. 14 , a
reading by Professor of English
Jenny Boylan on Nov. 19 and a
screening of Boys Don V Cry on
Nov. 20.

Ladin will
speak on
her life
before and
after her
transition.
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Award winner speaks SGA finds no solution on vandalism
From THOMPSON. P'dge 1
inn:·sti ga ti ve report~:r for ProPu hlic a. a no n- profit orga niza tion based in Nl.'\\' York C it y,
that foc ust." s on inv~.· s tigativc
journali sm in the pub li c intc r~: s t. Thomp so n wo n the award for
works s uch as his rece nt book on
ahu se s in the cl dl.' r car~: sys tem
a nd hi s repo rt ing of
II po li ~:t." s hootings
in th e afterm at h of
Hu rricane Katrin a in
New O rl ea ns . La.
Before
givi ng
Thompso n an honorary degree from
th e Co ll ege. Adams
prai sed Th ompson as
"a rt."vealer of truth .''
wo rthy of the award.
He sa id T hompson
has followed in th e
trad iti on of Lovejoy
by not being a fr aid to irw~: s tigatc.
despit e the potential danger from
corrupt police and oth~.·r s t hr~.·a t
encd hy hi s work .
T ho mpson b~.· g~m his s p~.-· ~.·c h by
di s ~u ss in g thl.' rc a!llUl h ~: beca me
:.t journali s t. He said as a tl..'cn he
r~:ad a sto ry in thc

docto r to ld him "'Yo u don't kn ow
how clo s ~: to dy in g he was ....
Th'· a lkgcd s hoott.' r, Ro land J.
Bo urgeois Jr.. wi ll. after y~:a r s of
delay s. sta nd tri a l thi s year.
Th ompson a lso spoke abou t
Henry G lover, an Afr ican- America n man shot by a police officer
who saw him robbi ng a store. A
man named Wi lli am Tann~:r, unaware o f the s ituation. gave G lov er a ride to a police
building. At the
building . the New
O rlea ns Police Dc panment (NOPD).
alleged ly attacked
Tanner, sto le hi s car,
ki lled G lover and
burned hi s body.
"The federal governme nt eventually
brought
criminal
c harges again st fi ve
men ,"
Thompson
said of the case.
Thompson to ld the story o f one
oth er vict im o f po lice corrup tio n.
Keenan t\·1cCa in . NOPD oflkc rs
s hot Mc Cai n o ut s id e the Superdo me for no appare nt r1.·a :-on. but
Mc Cain's famil y wa s re l u~:tant
to s p~:ak wit h T hompso n. poss ibl y fc.:1ring some
type of rc:tali ation
agains t th em. Even tu a ll y. th e family
did s peak up and tell
IV1cCain 's story to
T hompson . all owing him to expose
ano th e r in stance of
ques tionable po li ce
behavior.
Th o mp so n said
he was "sickened"
by the s imil arity o f
the diffcr~:nt incident s he inve stigated and tr i~:d to do
hi s best to get th e
vic tim s ' storie s o ut.
Most of a ll. Thompso n be lie ves
the rea l heroes of hi s stori es arc
th ose w ho spo ke up about inju stices aga inst th e m. th ei r fam il y or
their fri~:nd s. "The heroes to me
in thi s n arr~lli ve'! Tho s ~: w~:rc th ~:
p~:opk w ho s poke up . Tho s~: wer~:
th~: p~:oplc w ho. like L<Jv~:joy.
knew th at they might be harmed.
knew th a t so me thin g bad mi ght
h app~:n to th~:m. But th ey ta lhd ."

Thompson
began his
speech by
discussing
the reason
he became
a journalist.

ll'o shinj.!IOII

P us r

ahlHit a Chilca nAm l.'rican ph otog raphcr w ho went to
C h ile an d di~:d durin g a c rackdown o n
proteste rs ordncd
by dict<.nor Augu s"And

thl.'

U.S.

The alleged
shooter,
Roland J.
Bourgeois
Jr., will,

still pa ss th e motion as a show of
support for the concept that vandali sm is a comm unity problem.
eve n if Ca mpu s Life would not
suppo rt th e sugges ti on.
Foss Dorm Presi d e nt Co nn or
C lan cy ' 15 sa id he " fundamentall y di sag rec[s ) with )th e moti o n] on every level." C lancy
ex pl a ined that c hargi n g students
for vanda li sm is a syste m that
is n ot workin g . He sai d th at in
ma ny cases, "Yo u ' re not hitting the pockets of the student s
yo u ' re hitting the poc kets of the
parents .... My th o ught process is
,let' s hit a student 's time. Let ' s
mak e t hem go spend time on
communit y service, s pend time
with [the Physical Plant Department ]." He sa id th at the cu rrent
sys tem "clearly isn't working"
due to a lack of acco unta bility.
Passing the mo ti o n would be
"co vt."ring up the prob le m ."
SGA vo ted aga in s t the moti on with 18 n ay s , 13 yays a nd
two ab s tention s.
SGA also discu ssed the fact
that no one implemented th e Atfond Re sid ency Forfeit Po li cy.
The policy. pass ed by SGA last

year, never reached the Dean of
Students Office, and Camp us Life
o nl y knew of the policy loosel y
but never rece ive d a forma l proposa l. "The policy was created ,
ed ite d, debated, Ia nd I passed by
SGA but there was no fo ll ow up
with campu s life," Residential
Life Chair Dan Sunderland ' 14
said. "Basically the poli cy is not
in effect right now an d I'm trying to piece together th e ori g ina l
language because it doesn ' t exist entire ly in its SGA lang uage,"
Sunderland sai d.
The Alfond Residency Forfeit
Po li cy would prevent any student who committed residence
hall vandali sm in th e ir first three
years at the College from being
included in the A lfond lottery for
their senior year. Tentative Motion One also addressed the issue
of vandalism payment, more specifically Life Violation Fines. East
Dorm President Emma C lay ' 17
moved "that SGA reco mm end to
Campus Life that the Life S~fety
Violation Fine be changed from
$500 per v iolati on per dorm to $5
per violation pe r person in that
dorm in cases where the person responsible has not been identifi e d ."
A Life Safety Vio lati on Fine "is
charged in cases where life-sav ing

equipment ha s been purpose full y
damaged ," according to the SGA
Meeting Addendum. The fine goes
towards coverin g the costs o f
fixi ng o r re pl aci ng the damaged
equipment but exceeds that baseline in :Jn effort to deter damage of
equipment that would be essential
in an emergency. Such equipment
includes fire exits. fire extinguishers and sp rinkl er systems. The
addendum noted that ..the money
generated from the fine is used for

other campus repairs. The [C]olJegc has never made pure profit
from these fin es."
The reason for Tentative Motion
One is the significant discrepancy
in charges between dorms when
such a fine is incurred . For example, a resident in Dana is charged
$2.96 per vio lation while a resident of Goddard-Hodgkins pays
Sl6.67 per violation. according to
the addendum. The proposal would
eliminate thi s di screpancy. Due to
requests for further discuss ion on
a ll issues of vanda li sm and payment that wou ld not be hindered by
the protocols of a formal meeting,
the motion was tab led.
In non -vu ndalism related news.
SGA also approved The Co lby
Strippers: Diabetes Educati on and
Support club and the It alian C lub.

STUDENTS TEACH AFRICAN DRUMMING TO CLASS

after years
of delays,
stand trial
this year.

I ca m~:
to !l.'arn. had he lped
put thi s guy Pinoche t in ofllcc."
T hompson sa id. l-I e
added that "Most
o f my stories a r~:
about awful thin gs happe ning to
d~:cent peop le."
Th ompson al so spoke in-dept h
about his three yea rs of research
and repo ning on po l i~.:~: corruption
afl~:r Hurri ca ne Ka trina . II is work
ce nt ered around s th~: story o f Do nndlll;.~ r rin gto n . an Africa n- A meri~:an man in New Orkans who was
shot by a wh ite vigilante whil e he
wa s try ing to find a bus to evacu ate from the city. Thompso n said a

guv ~:rnm ent.

From SGA, Page 1

A mu!'iic theor.v cla.'>.'i learns the fimdum em als of Africa n drumming fro m o ther swdems in the !lfu sic Department.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log
Na ture:
Medical Ca ll
Medical Ca ll
Sex ual Assault
Medica l Ca ll
Medical Ca ll
Medi ca l Ca ll
Theft
Vandali sm
Alcoho l Vio lat ion
Alcohoi/Safl.'ty Vio lati on
ivkdi ca l C 1ll
Vanda li sm
T heft
f\kdica l Ca ll
Theli

l>at e:
I U/ 17/ 13
10/ 1R/ 13
10/ 1911 3
10/ 19/13
10/20113
10/20/ 13
10/21 113
I U/ 26113
IU/26113
10/27/ 13
10/27/ 13
10/27/ 13
10/27/ 13
10/27113
I U/ 27/ 13

Time:
6 :22 p.m.
I 0:40p.m.
I : U~ a.m.
I :3 1 ~1 . 111 .
I :39 a.m.
3: 16p.m.
1:00 p.m.
10:2 1 a.m.
9:56p.m.
I :23 a.m.
I :32 a. m.
2:15 a. m.
5:36a. m.
9 :42a.m.
8:00 p.m.

Location :
Runna ls Field
Pierce )-fa ll
On Cam pu s
AMS Hall
Dana I fa ll
O uts ide Pipt.' r I fa ll
Athleti c Ce nter
AI fond Ap; lrtmcnts
Out side o f Bi x ler
Ciwss rnan I fa ll
i\MS ll all
A lllmd Apartmc11ts
Diam ond Build ing
West Quad
Dana D ining 1-fall

J>isposition:
Ma ine Ge ne ra l
Delta Released
Dcari 's OfTk:e/WTVL Poli~.:c
Maine Gt." nera l
D~.:a n 's Office
Mainl.' Genera l
Security
Di.!an 's Office
Dean's Oflicc
Dean's Ofllce
CE R. Security Rdea s ~:d
Ocan's Otlicc
Dean 's Onicc
Maine General
WTV L Police

C omments:
Inju ry
Illness
Assault between student s
A lcohol
Ill ness
Injury
J~:wclry item s take n
Several broken ~:xit signs
liard alcohol. underage
li ard alcohol, tampering with detectors
A lcohol
Discharged li re extinguisher. broken sign
Stolen Colby sea l
Injury
Sto len backpack with computer
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WOODSMEN HOLD DEMONSTRATION FOR HOMECOMING

e n member BeocaBlakhl\ 14 imnu tjtiu\ in tt iiimdsmendemonstrationjbrRamify Homecoming
Colby f t h o t & m
team
Wsekend

The NESCAC
Dispatch

In the Cac, a media outlet geared toward New
England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) student readers, posted a video that featured
men from Connecticut College explaining why
vaginas are important to them. The video aims
to raise awareness of gender-based violence and
is especially applicable as the College's participation Intimate Partner Awareness month comes
to a close. After numerous "uhms" and "ahs," the
men responded with thoughtful quips about why
vaginas are important to them: "I cherish vagina, I
think everybody should cherish vagina"; "Vagina's
are kickass;" "Without them, I wouldn't be here;"
"Most of my friends have vaginas and they're important to them, so they're important to me;" "Vaginas were there for me .when penises were not."
Even amid topics as outrageous as the Hamilton
edition of Miley Cyrus's "Wrecking Ball" video, the
"Why are vaginas important to you?" video vocalizes a political viewpoint that In the 'CAC claims
to be representing for NESCAC colleges. The fact
that the site is taking a political stance on issues
of human rights suggests that NESCAC schools
align themselves with that view. Indeed, considering the recent conversations in the Pugh Center
on "Intimate Partner Violence in LGBTQ. Relationships" and the "Healthy Relationships Community
Dialogue," Colby does indeed align itself with this
specific political ideal. This column marks the first
in a series of regular articles that will feature issues
that other NESCAC schools face and relate these
issues to the College specifically.

Student-athleteworkson national petitionfor change

COUHTEST OF CONNOR OANCY

Dedicatedathlete£ on/ior Clanc\ 75 is a center on the football leant at the College
teamed up to begin drafting a petition
diat would encourage coaches to recBy GRACE BALDWIN
ognize and educate their adiletes on
¦
FEATURES EDITOR
issues of sexual violence. The group
wanted to use the petition to combat
When much of tiie nation's atten- the existence of problems like the
tion was captured last year hy the Steubenville case and encourage die
rape accusations and subsequent trial creation of positive male role models
against two athletes at Steubenville
through coaches and odier players.
High School in Steubenville . Ohio. They believed that such a petition and
mosl people just talked about it Con- public awareness of it would help to
nor Clancy * 15. a center on the football educate athletic teams about and deteam here on die Hill, decided to take crease die amount of sexual violence.
Rios and Clancy submitted the petiaction With the assistance of members
of tlie Serialization Protest Action tion on Change.org, one of the world's
largest online activist platforms. "We
Resistance Knowledge Movement
are asking the National Federadon
<SI*ARK). Clancy helped to submit
a petition to Change.org that called of High School Associations, which
lor the creation of a program for high oilers annual required trainings for
school coaches thai would ensure that coaches in order for them to remain
their athletes would be educated about accredited , to partner with nationally
issues surrounding sexual violence and recognized activist organizations to
develop a course on sexual violence
rape culture.
The Steubenville story broke last prevention for high school coaches,"
August, when the national media ex- said one line of the petition.
"WTiile drafting the petition , my
ploded when news thai the rape of an
intoxicated 16 year-old girl by two largest role was making sure that evfootball players had been extensivel y erything was socially correct in the
documented throughsocial media. For football sense. In Uie first drafts, diere
weeks, television , radio, online and were some dungs factually incorpi ml media tried to understand how
rect that only a football player would
know ." Clancy said. Knox worked to
such an event could occur.
Professor and Director of Education make sure that die petition was propMark Tappan came up with the idea erly advertised on Change.org and
lor the petition in light of UK case, and through various social media channels.
joined forces with his wile , Professor Within die first days of die petition beol Education Lyn Mikel Brown, —
ing launched, over 40,000 people had
who is also the co-founder of SPARK. signed it.
The petition garnered national interan organization that challenges die
scxualization of girls and works to en- est and before long, Clancy was concourage healthy sexuality —and Shel- tacted by CNN. He appeared on the
b) Knox, who is a part of SPARK and 'netw ork via a Skype interview from
director of organizing women's rights his dorm room, where he was given
the opportunity to talk about die petion Change.org.
Clancy Became invoffea with the tion and Uie importance of a positive
project last spring, when he was tak- role model for young athletes. "I was
ing Tappan's "Boys to Men" class and wicked nervous about the interview."
was approached one day by die pro- said Clancy. "The national recognition
lessor. Tappan and Brown w ere look- for the cause was great. - ' Clancy also
ing for a student athlete to serve as a had a phone interview with Yahoo! but
spokesperson, preferably on the loot- nothing was ever published from it.
In May 2013, Rios announced on
ball team, and with an understanding
and interest in the issue In Tappan 's the petition's web page on Changc.org
eye. Clancy fil die bill perfectly. "At that, in response to ov er 65 .0(H) signathe time I didn 't think it was going to tures, the National Federation of Slate
be a big deal , but as time went along High School Associations (NFHS) had
I realized it was going to have a huge decided to partner up with SPARK in
an effort to educate high school adiimpact," Clancy said.
" Knox, Tappan, Brown. Clancy letes widel y on sexual assault. "Nearly
and C armen Rios . another member
100,000 high school athletic coaches
of SPARK and a student at American will soon have easy access to resourcUniversitv in Washington,D.C.. all es about sexual violence prevention,"
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Rios said in the post. "Now, [the curnculum] will be reaching over 18,500
schools, 11 million athletes and countless more students."
To Clancy's knowledge, die NFHS
is still working on creatingdie program,
witii the help of numerousexperts and
football coaches. Clancy says dial he is
proud to be a part ofa project mat tackled
issues of sexualassaultand rape culture.
I le continuesto support die strategy ol
helping to createposim-e rolemodels, instead of further persecuting OK- minority
of adiletes who commit similar crimes
to Steubenville. "I'm a big believer in
second chances; just because you make
one bad decision doesn 't define you as a
person.This is a big reason why 1 was
part of something iliat would positively
bring clkume ," Clancy said.
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Clancy compared his attitude to that
of Eric Barthold ' 12, a senior athlete
during Clancy's freshman year at the
College. "Eric always talked about
amplifying healthy voices, meaning
that the more people 'who get it ' ends
up having a snowball affect. Tins is
what we hoped to do with the petition ,
that hopefully younger generations can
look at the amount of positiv e people
who do great things and want to be a
part of dial," Clancy said.
In 2012 , 15 membersofthe football
team at the College withdrew or were
suspended for sexual misconduct and
related charges. Although the Sluebenville case is of a completel y different
magnitude than the on-campus controversy, it definitel y added to Clancy 's
desire to lie a part of the petition.
"Our
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team had an image that needed to be
replaced," Clancy cited as an encouraging factor to help in the petition ,
and added, "Coach Michaels has done
a great job" in helping to revamp the
team's spirit and enhance solidarity.
The petition has been a successful effort of collaboration between
experts and athletes to help create
change for the better and educate
high school students on issues surrounding sexual violence. Clancy
hopes that this program will help to
reduce the number of sexual assault
cases and help to establish positive
values among young athletes. "Football players have adopted a negative
stigma, but dial doesn 't define me and
it doesn 't define 99% of football players," Clancy said.

Colby Film Society brings cinema opportunities
By CARL1 JAFF
FEATURES EDITOR

There are so many clubs on
Colby 's campus that many students on campus are not aware
of them all. Enter the Colb y
Film Society, a club that works
to "get a conversation about film
going on campus in a way that
is productive and open to anyone who is interested in film ,"
according to co-president Jack
Gobillot '14 , theatre and dance
major and cinema studies minor.
Working alongside Gobillot is
co-president Grant Hyun '14 ,
american studies major and cinema studies minor.
One of the reasons some may
not know about the Colby Film
Society is because it hasn 't
been a consistent presence on
the campus. "The club has gone
through various incarnations ,
and
we... inherited
it.. .last
year ," Hyun said. Gobillot added , "We 're trying to build some
momentum from past years to
make the club grow a bit more .
We 'd like to broaden our focus to allow film production to
come into it as well as just appreciation of film. "
Although the mission of the
club is to facilitate productive
and interesting conversations
about film , Gobillot and Hyun
have found it difficult to do this ,
especially
financially. "One
of the problems we run into is
[that] we don 't have much fund-

ing right now; ideally we 'd be of eye-catching ideas to promote
screening films at Colby to pro- this weekly event. "We were
vide alternative venues to talk thinking about projecting things
about films that aren 't assigned outside at night near Miller liin class... but it 's actually in- brary, just to catch people 's eyes.
credibly expensive to screen We haven 't done that yet , so keep
[them], " Hyun said.
an eye out ," Hyun said.
Because of the
"This past week ,
club' s
monetary
16 people went
restrictions ,
the
[to dollar movie
co-presidents
night] and I think
have had to use
that once more
more creative avepeop le start going
nues to gain memthe word will just
bers and show
gradually
spread
films , such as doland more and more
lar movie ni ght at
people will go,"
Railroad
Square
Gobillot said on
Cinema.
"We 're
the idea of buildpretty close with
ing momentum for
Railroad
Square
Railroad
Square
Cinema , so a lot
and
the
Colby
of
the
movies
Film Society.
they screen every
In addition to
Tuesday are pretty
having a solid rapgood films that...
port with Railroad
COURTESY OFGRANT WttJIS AMD JOCK GOBUOl
we would screen
Square Cinemas , Grant Hyun and Jack Gohillot are the co-presidents of the Colby Film Society
ourselves. We 've
Gobillot and Hyun tion tor film societies that they cases student work. "'If you are
been the Colby
have also become are not currently involved in. a filmmaker and you have work
connection to alert
involved w i t h film "There 's the [World Cinema that you want to show or work
Jack
Gobillot
students that you
opportunities out- Masterpieces in 35mm] film se- on , contact us. It" we can 't help
Copresident of the
can see a movie
side of Waterville. ries in the opera house on Mon- you directly, we can put you in
Colby Film Society
every Tuesday for
"We also help out day nights. It 's a t r u l y . . . rare ex- touch with someone who can ,'"
one dollar with
with the Maine perience to see 35mm films on Gobillot said.
your Colby ID ,
Film Center spe- analog, " Goblliot said.
Keep an eye out for Colby
and it 's going to
cial programs and
Although the t w o seniors Film Society advertisements and
be a good movie ," Gobillot said. we have been talking about do- are doing a lot of work to ex- announcements of events comAlthough dollar movie night is ing a block party at Railroad
pand their horizons , they are ing up, and head out to Railroad
very popular w ith some students , Square in the spring, where all 'fortunate enough to have club Square Cinemas on Tuesdays for
many members of the College the businesses in that complex... members who are passionate one-dollar movie night and the
community aren 't aware of this will have an outdoor event. "
about film , as well. In addition , Waterville Opera House on Monopportunity. To fix this issue ,
The co-presidents are also the club is looking to do a film days for the World Cinema MasGobillot and Hyun are thinking
working to show appreciafestival in the spring that show- terp ieces in 35mm film series.'

We've been
the Colby
connection
to alert students that
you can see
a movie every Tuesday
for one dollar with your
Colby ID.

THE "HOME-AWAY" SERIES: FROM COLBY TO FRANCE

Fromcliff jumpingto endless baguettes: study abroad in France
By GRACE BALDWIN
FEATURES EDITOR

Kara Witherill '15 originally
hails from Readfield , Maine ,
but chose to study abroad in
Marseille , France this semester.
Witherill is a global studies major with a minor in german and

chemistry at the College. She
chose to study abroad in France
because her "number one goal is
to become fluent in French and
learn to live in the French culture as a French person ," she
said in an email to the Echo.
Witherill' s program at The
American University Center of
Provence in Marseille has a strict

COURTESY OF KARAWmCFBU-

KaraWitlwrill 15 is currentlysnuhinginternationalrelationsin Marseille, France

French language contract , which
means that all of her classes are
taught in French. "This at first
seemed really daunting, but 1
think it 's fantastic , because I' ve
already spoken way more French
than 1 vvould have if I could
speak English all the time ,"
Witherill said.
All of her courses are focused
on international relations: she
is currently taking Arabic , Cultural Comparisons , interreligious
Communications , French Linguistic Strategies and analysis of
Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGO). "[The professors in the
program] are ri ght on par with
Colby professors , they are all really dedicated to the subject and to
helping us learn ," Witherill said.
Witherill is the first student from
the College to ever participate in
the American University program ,
so there are no other students from
Mayflower Hill with her; however
other abroad students from the College are stud ying abroad in Paris
and Dijon , France.
Witherill has enjoyed bonding with her peers in the program
and found that they share many
qualities to students on the Hill ,
especially in their work ethic and
adventuresome curiosity. "The
students are all very hardworking and dedicated to the program ,

much like students at Colby.
They also want to experience new
things and we have a great time
together," said Witherill.
Witherill has learned much
about French culture and the differences between life in France
and life in America. "Everything
is a little more formal here; the
people dress more formally and
etiquette is more specific. There
is [also] a lot more focus on fresh
food," Witherill said. She also has
found that people seem sli ghtl y
more pompous than Americans ,
"but that 's just the culture , once
you start talking to the people
here , they 're really friendl y and
interested in hearing about your
life," Witherill said.
While abroad , Witherill is living with a host family. "It 's been
a little strange to adjust to not being totally independent anymore ,
and having to remember to tell
someone where and when I' m
going places. Also , the obvious
language barrier makes communicating a l ittle difficult sometimes ," Witherill said. She has
found this to be the most difficult
adjustment to living abroad.
From this experience , Witherhill said she has learned "how to
adjust to a new culture , and nol
just be a tourist but reall y interact
and live in a different country. "

Witherill has loved having the
opportunity to enhance her language skills and immerse herself in a different culture. "1 lovespeaking a foreign language ,
learning about a new culture and
eating the food here!" Witherill
wrote. "[From studying abroad 1 I
think I' ve become braver , and not
so afraid to try new things and talk
to new people. "
Witherill has loved her time
abroad and has tried to jump into
all aspects of living and studying
in a different country. "I've learned
so much by just diving into all the
opportunities that arrive. [For example] I recently went cliff jumping on an island off the coast of
Marseille!" Witherill said.
She also added that her program and would recommend it
to students interested in studying abroad. This semester, she is
going to travel to Morocco for
a week w i t h her program and
she also plans to travel to Barcelona , Spain and other parts
of France independently. When
not engaged in her course work ,
Witherill has enjoyed hanging out w i t h the other students
and sightseeing. She has also
thoroughly been enjoying the
French cuisine: "There 's nothing better than French baguettes
and cheese. "

LETTER FROM THE TOITORS:
Organizations, as a nile. seek to maintain their own existenceat all costs. Call it a Darwinian survival instinct or simply call it rational behavior: either way. it is undeniable that
institutions tight like hell lo sta> alive
Matt Apuyzo (X) w asthe Fditor-in-Chief of the Echoin a transfomiaUve penod for tlie
paper.As a student, he befriended secretanesin Fushsand liada take-no-pnsonersattitude
toward reporting campus issues I le kept thai mindset through his post-gradlife and eventualK won a Pulitzer I*nze in journalism tor exposing the NYPD's post-9'11surveillance
programs that speeificalh targeted Muslims In his farewell letter (written on tlie wall of
the Echoofiiee. as is tradition), he alluded to Colby 's instinctto fight when injustice occurs
in front of our eyes: "Remember. Colby will fight to protect its interests. We must fight for
ours. Print the truth. Everythingelse will take care of itself."
No one knows tins instinct betterrhan the 2013 Lovejoy Award recipient AC. Thompson, who spoke this Sundav about his experienceswith police brutality in post-Katrma
New Orleans and men wrongfully convictedfor murder in San Francisco.Ascollege students, there are many things we're taught to fear unemployment, debt failing to accomplish what our parentsexpect us to. even the small stuff like losing friends. What we're not
taught, however, is to fear the larger problems that exist outside of our carefully constructed
Colby bubble "Out there" people hurt one another, kill one another and lie about it Families are left grievingand citizens get put in jail who shouldn't be there. What's worse isthat
these stones so often go untold because the institutions that should be helping are instead
fi ghnng like hell to protect dicir own interests
In short there are monsters out there. Evil, unfortuantely. exists. What we can learn
from Apu/zo. Tlxxnpson and their inspiring careers is that we have a power that those
monstersdon't want us to possess: we have the truth, and a compelling responsibility to
tell it
We absolute!) do not mean to insinuate that Coibv LS comprised of monsters, or that
they hope to cover up atrocitiesof a lethal scale. But the New OrleansPolice Department
is lo A.C ThompsonasColb> is to us: the institution that we mustexplore, investigateami
critique. Last month,w e made a promise to you in this space We said that "We take ourjob
asleaders of a vehicle for truth and change seriously..Ourjob is to deliver to vou an honest
comprehensive, and interestinglook at what is going on on MayflowerHill" Under it we
signed our names and committed oursehes to it—and you.
It wasan honest statementthen, and it remainsso now. We're determined to making the
EchoA can't-miss piece of journalism We beganthis joumes with tlie brazen naivete thai
anv neophyteshould have In our opening month, we haven't delivered on all the promises
we made to vou but that certain!) isn't fix lack of effort We've warmed up, and now the
gloves are off.
So.consider this a renewalof vows The Lovejoy Convocation and the precedingjournalism conference left us swimming m new ideas, grand plans and exciting challenges.
When A-pu/zo talked to live Echostatf . he ealled on us to reevaluatethe way we find and
report the news, rarely is die easilv -v isible, km -hanging fruit the news that truly matters.
We're reinvigorated and freshly armed with more expertise, know-how and passion in
how we uncoverwhat goes on on Mayflower Hill It won't happen instantly, but join uson
tliLsjourney and vou won't be disappointed
— Tim Badminiiion " 14

- Julianna I laubner ' 14
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It s something to experience: a response to Jacob Kandel

A reality at Colby College is
that there is a small , core group
of students who have an interest
in or are w i l l i n g to lead multicultural education. Another reality is
that there are people—students ,
faculty and staff—employed by
our college to work on initiatives
related to diversity and increasing awareness about muiticulturalism. Also, there are people
who simply do not want to see
the value in workshops , "trainings ," and awareness campaigns
about multiculturalism. Here is
my reality :
I have had the wonderful opportunity to attend the I.M.P.A.C.T.
Colby Retreat on the third Saturday in September, and I participated in Colby United , which encouraged its participants to imagine a
dream world of Colby: literate , accepting and tolerant of all cultures
and identities that exist in our
community. To my knowled ge,
everyone that attended was a willing participant and wanted to be
there in order to be agents and initiators in the cultural changes that
will occur in Colby 's future. In a
previous review of diversity trainings and programs , it was said that
you get "lectured" at. I disagree
with the term "lectured." If you
want to be an effective leader amd
activist , don 't you want to know
what you are talking about , how to
address the people you may be interacting with or how to be a good
all y for someone?
Colby United doesn 't assume that
everyone is literate in multiculturalism and diversity education (we
all know that assuming makes you
look like a [the first three letters of
assume]). Colby United provides
you with basic definitions of racial ,

ethnic, religious, sexual and gendet
categories and slurs. It gives you
tips on how to be someone who can
break down the barriers that separate
us, helping to unite Colby. You can
learn something about the identities
of others as you leant a little bit more
about yourself.
Colby United provides you with
more confidence to go and experience diversity. This entire campus
would benefit if we all had a little
more courage to have lunch with
someone that is not in our normal
friend group. If it was as easy to
experience diversity through experiences, this campus wouldn 't be
as segregated (not just racially) as
it already is. I thank God for the
human beings on this campus thai
want to bring change and that tirelessly work to make opportunities
for that change to happen. These
faculty, staff and students create
programs and events that give us
another choice to be better and more
open-minded than we were before.
It is so easy to be like Mr. Kandel and proclaim that experiencing diversity is so easy when it is
not. It is easy to disregard multicultural work that is done on this
campus , but do we want our peers
and colleagues to take the easy
way out? It is easy to claim something as pointless because you
didn 't get a break in a three hout
program . It is easy to provide youi
feedback about a program/training
you went through via SGA instead
of giving constructive criticism
directly to the people facilitating
these programs so they can improve it. We don 't want that to be
the norm , right?
For Mr. Kandel , it may be
pointless to give peop le the opportunity to be more literate
about multiculturalism. For Mr.
Kandel , it may be pointless tc
allow people the space to learn
how to support queer community
members and be an ally. For Mr
Kandel , it may be pointless tc
bring awareness about the nu-

merous multicultural events that
allow peop le to experience diversity through interactive programs. But does our entire community think that it is pointless
to venture out and experience
something new for three hours ,
one hour or over a meal?
But what do I know? I' m just
a black student who would love
for more white students to acknowledge my existence and
care about the different way I
experience Colby. But what do
I know? I' m just a female who
longs for a few males to acknowledge their privilege and
want to help in my fi ght for equity. But what do I know? I' m
just a heterosexual woman who
grapples with arid hopes to become a better, more informed
ally to my queer friends. I think
Mr. Kandel said it best when
he said "experience " diversity
throug h the lens of Colb y United. Don 't just get lectured at by
his Op-Ed piece. You might just
enjoy it , and want to become
a part of the group of willing
students that work towards this
dream Colby, a Colb y United.
For those of you who think
I' m just try ing lo be as insensitive as Mr. Kandel: you may be
right. Also know that I told him
how I felt about his Op-Ed already via email; I sent him this
article as welt. Does it make it
ri ght? No , but I' m not one to be
bold , hide behind an article and
not own up to my actions. Here is
another reality: Mr. Kandel' s oped defecated (otherwise known
as sh* ttcd) on the work a lot of
people are doing, and I will not
allow him to let his article be
your first and only written review of multicultural programs
and trainings. Like he said: you
have to experience it on your
own. The next one is November ,
10, 2013 at 1-4 p.m. Email pughcenter@colby.edu to see what
Colby United is all about.

I was floored at how different
the atmosphere of St. Michael' s
was from that of Colby. Students
were still drinking, but the way
in which they consumed alcohol
was a world apart from Colby 's
beirut tables and seedy dorm parties. Students at St. Michael' s
spent Friday and Saturday night
having drinks with their friends
in a safe, sane manner. Some sat
in their dorms with a few beers
and watched the Red Sox, while
others sang and played guitars
in between sips of vodka. To my
knowled ge, there were zero instances of alcohol-related medical issues or residence hall vandalism over the weekend.
Interesting ly, St. Michael' s
has none of the tig ht regulations
Colby does on drinking. Hard alcohol is permitted , and yet I saw
less drunkenness than is seen on
a typ ical Saturday on Mayflower
Hill. Some students sipped on
rum-and-cokes , or poured one or
two shots together before putting

the bottle away. It was safe, and
it was fun.
My stay at St. Michael's made
me realize that Colby has been taking the easy way out when it comes
to drinking issues. The problem at
Colby is not hard alcohol or open
containers or drinking games. The
problem is us, the students. Banning liquor is a Band-Aid fix to a
much more serious problem with
our culture. Rather than address
the root causes, the Administration has treated the symptoms.
Should we stop dorm vandalism
by boarding up the windows and
bolting exit signs into the walls?
Of course not. In the same way,
Colby 's toxic drinking culture
cannot be fixed by issuing rules
and bans. We need to fix Colby ' s
culture . Wc, the students , must
make it clear that every weekend's
goal is not to get as drunk as possible. We need to learn to say no to
those five shots , banned or not. We
need to fix the real source of the
problem. We need to fix ourselves.

Experiencing another drinking culture
TIM
WEST

Like a lot of other Colby students , I thoug ht at first that the
ban on liquor was a good policy
and that its opponents were just
coming up with excuses to justify binge drinking. Over this
fall break , however, my view
changed completely.
I spent the long weekend with
a few friends at St. Michael' s
College near Burlington , Vermont. St. Michael' s, a small liberal arts school , is pretty similar
to Colb y: the only difference to
be found among its Colby-esque
brick buildings and fall foliage is
a barcly-there Catholic presence ,
visible'only in the crucifix atop its
chapel and a few religious statues
scattered around its campus.
When I arrived on Friday night.

THE CORRECT BIAS
Addressing Colbv, Confession #871 The
conflict of ideas and the value of confrontational argument
system of his time? Find me a
ANDY
KANG
On October 9, the Colby Confessions page posted the "confession " titled #871 , which reads
as follows: "1 absolutely cannot
stand when people complain
about the white heterosexual patriarchy that exists in the world.
Yeah it 's there. Fi gure a way
to work within it to get what
you want or stop complaining.
Don 't complain about a system
you can 't change. Just figure it
out. Worry about the things you
can control , find a way to work
around the things you can 't. "
Then , on October 10 , the page
posted another "confession "
titled #917 , which reads as follows: "I wrote 871. And the best
part is , I' m going to be more
successful than all the people
that commented and comp lained
about if. "
First off , I'd like lo simply
point out that your demand for
people to stop complaining even
though that demand is written
in a comp laint is pretty hypocritical. So excuse me if 1 don 't
work w i t h i n your system.
Second , 1 don 't know whether
I should be disgusted by your
lack of awareness on your privilege (and yes , I am making the
assumption that you probably
benefit from the w h i t e heterosexual patriarchy that you so
shrewdly identified) or whether
I should be t h a n k i n g you for
embod ying exactly the types of
i gnorant people 1 pity and want
to educate. Peop le like you who
say the things you do give me
the drive to be and do better
than you.
Third , p lease tell me which
social
movements
worked
w i t h i n the system to get what
they w a n t . Did marriage equality pass because activists didn 't
challenge
the system? Did
women gain suffrage from following and w o r k i n g w i t h i n the
patriarchy? Did the South get
desegregated because peop le of
color kept sitting at the back of
the bus or using water fountains
designated for them? Or even to
use a more recent example , did
Coach Herman Boone succeed
in leading the very successful
Titans by following the racist

social movement that succeeded
without changing the system.
Fourth , 1 want to ask you when
the last time was that you partici pated in an event or activity
hosted by any of the Pugh Center clubs/organizations . When
was the last time you engaged
in CCOR? When was the last
time you sat in on an executive
board meeting for any of the
clubs? Have you ever been to a
Pugh Center Coffee? When have
you spoken to any club leaders
on what they do or what they 've
been working on? Or, let 's take it
outside of the Pugh Center; when
is the last time you asked any of
your peers how their difference
affects their experience as a human being ? When have you had
an identity crisis based on your
human difference? Essentially,
how have you earned the right to
assume that all this noise is not
being applied? How is it thai you
think we are not alread y "just
fi gur[ing] it out?"
Fifth , I want to know what
exactly you consider to be success. Is it merely financial?
And if so , is it about self-made
wealth? Is there a social aspect
too? Does it include developing
a strong sense of self-identity ?
I guess what I' m asking you is
ultimately who creates success?
Are you more or less successful
starting out w i t h p r i v i l e g e than
someone who is far more selfmade? I'll let you answer that
for yourself.
Perhaps Ihese questions and
comments h a v e been too harsh ,
but the critical difference , to
me anyway, between what you
said and w h a t I've said doesn 't
come down to one being harsher
than the other; it comes down to
the fact that 1 can at least put a
name on mv own words .
You know . 1 t h i n k I have
made a decision on how I w i l l
choose to read to this. I' ve
decided to thank you for making me realize w h a t motivates
me in my quest to understand ,
analyze , and i m p r o v e upon human difference and experience.
What you 've said is not only
incredibly problematic but it is
completely false. I exist as the
exception to your rule. My name
is Andy Kang, and I am a nonw h i t e , non-heterosexual person
who will not work "w i t h i n the
system " and w i l l create my own
brand of success.

NICK
MERRILL

1

In a few of my conversations with
mends over the past week, the topic
of confrontational argument has arisen
several times. Since grade school, I've
always been somewhat combative
in the presentation of my opinioas.
I come from a town dominated by
conservative evangelical Christians;
w hen I began to identify as a religious
skeptic and a political liberal , I didn 't
hesitate to share my views.
Somewhere along the way, the
idea of respecting one another's view s
became conflated with silence. I' ve
always thought that the best way to
respect someone's else's opinion is to
interrogate it, giving them a chance to
lest the rigor of their bias.
But people often don ' t see argument the way 1 do; for some, being
challenged necessitates being offended. We often fear interrogation,
believing that it 's best to tip-toe around
each other, letting cv ery one feel comfortable in their particular beliefs. This

seems at odds with the Liberal Arts.
the idea of which is to expose us to as
many viewpoints and modes of intellectualism as possible, enabling critical thought and hel ping us to define
and defend our personal philosophies.
I' ve been in too many classes
where people are afraid to disagree. I' ve even heard from
friends about classmates who 've
argued counter to my views after the bell rings , once their free
from the potential for discord.
1 think that it 's possible to speak
harshly about someone 's opinions
without being malicious on a personal level. It 's true that beliefs are
important to identity and that an attack on belief can seem like an attack on the self. But the conflict of
ideas is what makes for a vibrant intellectual society. If someone attacks
those ideas so integral to your sense
of vou are, then defend them. If they
stand up to sustained attack , then
congratulations; you think with analytical rigor. If your ideas can 't stand
toe-to-toe w ith someone else's, then
there might be something wrong.
Niceness is a virtue, but it needn't
rule our lives lo the point where we ' re
terrified of offending someone. Sure.

not everyone is of equal intelligence.
Not everyone can speak as well. A
skilled debaler might successfull y defend a dep lorable practice to someone
with inadequate argumentative ability. This doesn 't mean that the deplorable practice is actually just; it means
that justice needs a stronger adv ocate.
We're at Colby. We lov e to talk about
how smart and prestigious and free we
are. Ifyou ' re here, you don 't really hav e
an excuse for not engaging in discourse.
Conflict isn 't necessanly bad. it's a testing ground. It 's the engine of progress.
It 's interesting. A world in which everyone agreed, or in which no one argued
over belief, would be dull and starved
of life. If you have no enemies, there
might be something wrong.
Logic isn 't the only tool that'll win an
argument. Oftentimes, it's the least important factor. You can win an argumenl
with word choice, with tone, with rhetorical flourish or even just eye contact. It 's
a game;and all the winning tactics might
seem to dilute the purity of basic intellectual combat. But these are important
skills; simpl} learning how to remain
silent and implv agreemenl won 't help
anyone become .in engaged citizen.
Let 's get out there and tight , not
with fislicuSs. but with words.

THIS GRAND FICTION

Even the very wise cannot see all ends
INDIANA
JONES

**- il

Necessity is the mother of invention, but routine is the deadbeat dad
of dullness. It 's time lo start taking a
more critical look al the ev ents of your
various episodes. Should vou be a
good student, a hardworking athlete, a
loyal club member, an activ e contributor to your env ironment and/or part of
a loving relationship, you are dangerously close to being a stable, health)
person who is hv ing life to the fullest !
This is terrible! Trie happy ending isn 't
supposed to be the story, it 's supposed
to come at the very end. if it comes at
all. If this is you , your show needs a
serious rewrite. This isn 't a novel—
we don 't get tliat internal monologue
of self-doubt and complex character
motivation. And don 't even think of
resorting to voiceov er—what do you
think this is. Dexter?
No, stability means a lack of drama and thus a lack of conflict. And
without conflict , your show has no
narrative. Now, your first instinct

might be to go hunting for chaos .
and create conflict where there is
none. Wrong ! That would be contrived. You can 't just randoml y
start tights to grab v iewers. If you .
the protagonist, mouths off at a kev
member of the supporting cast tor
no reason, the \ iewers are going to
respond negatively to your character. And rightly so—you 'd be ajerk .
and you 'd have lost Ihe sympath y of
vour audience.
Trying lo abruptly start conflict to
make vour show more entertaining
is doomed to fail , because it demonstrates a lack of understanding of one
of Indiana 's Law s of Fictional Reality
Conflict can neither be created nor destroyed - it c;m only change form: this
is tlie Law of Conservation of Conflict.
Just as an object at rest has Potential
Lnergy and an object in motion has Kinetic Lnergy, elements ofvourshow all
hav e lev els of Potential Conflict and Kinetic Conflict. Consider a smartphone:
it 's laced with Potential Conflict, as it
not only carries vast amounLs of private data, but also grantsthe ability lo
impersonate another character and sow
tlie seeds of ruination.
Even a single text represents the
transfer of Conflict from an emotion

deep in die subconscious to a nagging
tiiought to a flurry of keystrokes to an
explosive destmalion. Piling up sources
of Potential Conflict makes a violent
reaction all the more likely. Fv ery shot
of Smirnoff adds Potential Conflict ,
and synthesize too many of those with
a smartphoneand vou can start a chain
reaction of Kinetic Conflict as you send
that accidental mass text. Of course, all
of tins makes lor exciting telev ision: the
tension! The drama! If really gives the
actors good material to work with,
Now that v on know the Law
of Conservation of Conflict , vou
might be tempted to manipulate it.
Just as there is no one rig ht answer
as to the true nature of existence ,
there is no way to comp letelv antici pate all the consequences of
playing with conflict. If you try too
hard to micromanagg all the conflict in your life , you 'll end up less
of a captivating mastermind and
more of an uninteresting wreck.
The best that vou can do is to simply appreciate events as thev happen, and just respect the ehcmistrv .
Reviewing vour f o o t a g eEditing
yourexperiencesCrafting your legem!
All this ami man: next time on: Tliis
(Irami Fiction

Maine hospitals best in Photography for
US; Waterville rating falls Central Mainers
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Of the 20 Maine hosp itals
e v a l u a t e d . 16 earned "A" ratings in The 2013 Leap frog
Hosp ital Surv ey, which is The
Leapfrog Group 's most reputable public reporting i n i t i a t i v e .
With 80% of hospitals earning
"A. " Maine earned the lop spot
in the n a t i o n in hospital safety.
The Leapfrog Group e v a l u ated more than 2.500 hosp itals
t h r o u g hout the country in their
assessment of hosp ital p r a c t i c es on a t r a d i t i o n a l "A" t h r o u g h
"F" grading scale. The company, w h i c h opened in 2000
and began its annual hospital
s u r v e i l l a n c e in 2001 , aims "to
trigger g iant leaps forward in
t h e safety, quality and affordability of health care by supp o r t i n g informed healthcare
decisions by those who use
and pav for health care [...]
and
promoting
hi g h - v a l u e
h e a l t h care throug h incentives
and rewards. " according to its
m i s s i o n statement.
The Leapfrog Group bases
r a n k i n g s on 28 patient safety
measures, i n c l u d i n g the hosp i t a l ' s adherence to standing safety protocol. Nationall y, the 2013 rankings , which
Leapfrog released on Oct. 23 ,
showed neither si g n i f i c a n t imp r o v e m e n t nor deterioration in
hospital safety since 2012.
According this most recent
Leapfrog Hospital Survey, 813

hospitals earned "A" rankings.
661 earned "B" rankings. 893
earned "C" rankings , 150 scraped
by with "D" rankings and 22 hosp itals claimed "F" rankings .
"We are burying a population the size of Miami every

"A number
of hospitals
have
improved by
one or even
two grades,
indicating
hospitals are
taking steps
toward safer
practices , but
these
efforts aren 't
enough."
Leah Binder

Leapfrog President/CEO

year from medical errors that
can be prevented. A number
of hosp itals have improved
by one or even two grades .

i n d i c a t i n g h o s p i t a l s are taking steps toward safer practices, but these efforts aren 't
enough. " Leap frog President
and CEO Leah Binder said in
[he c o m p a n y 's press release.
One in four Maine hosp itals
surveyed scored below an "A"
ranking; Maine General Medical Center 's Waterville Campus fell from an "A" to a "C"
since last year 's survey. Maine
General Medical Center 's Augusta Campus and St. Josep h
Hosp ital of Bangor also received "C" grades, and Maine
Medical Center in Portland
earned a "B" ranking.
Beating Massachusetts by a
narrow marg in , Maine remains
the top-ranked state in hospital safety for a second survey
round. States w i t h the lowest
rankings i n c l u d e New Hampshire , Arkansas , Nebraska and
New Mexico.
The Leap frog Group is not the
onl y company to grade hosp ital
safety, and sometimes rankings
of one hospital may change
from group to group because of
differing survey standards. The
consensus is that information is
imperative to patients hop ing to
make informed decisions about
their health care.
"Getting an 'A' is not an end
point , it 's a beginning point , and
hospitals should be looking at
everything they can do to improve," Binder said , as quoted in
Jackie Farwell's Oct. 23 article
in Bangor Daily News

FALL FESTIVAL

Mount Merci School s' Harvest FairJoins an extensive list of autumnal celebrations in the greater Waterville area
Others include Oct 6 s Harves t Fest at Head of Fails and upcoming festivals in neighboring Maine towns

COURTESV OF MELODY SMITh

Smith own EyeCatching Photography
Sliari Quimby. a College employee, and Melody
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

A picture may be worth a thousand words, but it should never
cost a thousand dollars. That is the
business mentality that inspired
Shari Quimby to become involved
in professional photography.
Quimby—who also works
at the College as a custodian in
Dana—and her niece, Melody
Smith, opened EyeCatching Photography in Sept. 2012 and have
enjoyed every minute of learning
about an "exciting industry," according to Quimby.
A substitute teacher in the Waterville schools, Smith realized how
quickly costs can accumulate when
she began buying sports photographs
of her own three sons. Quimby also
has a thirteen-year-old daughter involved in many extracurricular activities.
Both women are dedicated to
providing Central Mainers with affordable pictures of meaningful life
events. Recognizing that many local
families forego the luxury of professional photography, they began to
market their services for weddings,
family portraits, senior portraits,
maternity announcements, and other
cherished moments at an affordable
price.
"We're not doing it to make a
profit," Quimby said. "We're doing
it to help people out. Our mission is
to try to help families have pictures
and hold memories even if they 're
on a budget."
An avid photographer, Quimby
has held a lifelong passion for snapp ing pictures and opening EyeCatching Photography seemed to be
a logical step.
"I've always loved photography,"
she said. "My family and friends
have told me for years that I should
diink about opening a business."
According to Quimby, she takes
most of the photographs while Smith

acts as the technological mastermind
behind printing and marketing. Nevertheless, Smith has learned a lot
about photography, and Quimby has
gained some computer skills since
they took on the endeavor.
While EyeCatching Photography
offers CDs with most of their packages, they emphasize the value of
tangible prints.
"I'm old-fashioned," Quimby said
as she explained the significance of a
handheld photograph of loved ones
and meaningfulmemories.
Eyecatching Photography is a
second job for both women and juggling their many responsibilities can
be a challenging, but rewarding,task.
"Between my daughter, Colby and
the photography business, I don 't
have time to slow down," Quimby
said. "But I wouldn't change it."
Quimby explained that when she
feels sluggish. Smith's infective enthusiasm helps her regain energy.
"Melody is always eager to go," she
said.
They rarely have to go far. Quimby and Smith have found that the
need for affordable photography in
Central Maine is extensive, and there
have been countless opportunities to
showcase their talents. They photograph a wide array of events, and
they attempt to keep photographs
natural and fun.
"We want it to be enjoyable and
relaxing for them ," Quimby said
of EyeCatching Photograp hy 's
subjects.
To contact EyeCatching Photography or learn more about their
services, interested patron can find
them on Facebook or visit eyecatchingphotographyl2.com.
Thoug h Quimby enjoys providing peop le with EyeCatching
Photograp hy 's services , her favorite place to photograph is outdoors. "I like to sit outside and
lake pictures that capture a moment thai is never going to happen again ," she said.

WatervilleFarmer's Market Hallowell Haunts
RESTAURANT REVIEW: THE LIBERAL CUP

By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

ALICE ANAMOSA/THE COLBY ECHO

Tlie Downtown WatervilleFarmer s' Market runs outside from April to November, but the chances to attend its weekly outdoor
meeting aref leeting! After Tlianksgiving, the market will move into the basement of Barrel s' Community Marketfor the winter.

While you can stop by the
Downtown Waterville Farmer 's
Market at any time of year, there
are only a few weeks left to enjoy it outside. Until Thanksgiving,
the market will be open from two
to six p.m. each Thursday in the
Concourse along Appleton and
Main Streets.
In December, the market
moves to the basement of Barrel's Community Market and

opens only every third Thursday. It will return to its weekly,
outdoor schedule in April for the
summer season.
Brimming with local treats ,
the market showcases an extensive array of products from
nearby farms. Most stands sell
produce and local crops , but
breads , baked goods , homemade crafts , gourmet specialty
items, ice cream , cheese, artisan
crafts and ironworks also make
frequent appearances.
Many market members trav-

By KYLIE VANBUREN

"Not only do we train women to
run for office and teach them how

By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

el from the Bangor or Orono
areas to sell their products , but
some stands , like the nearby
App le Farm in Fairfield , have
much shorter treks.
Vendors are always friendly
and eager to share their knowledge of farming produce , especiall y to curious students.
Part of the Maine Federation of
Farmer's Markets , the Downtown Waterville Farmer's Market is a well-organized , efficient
and delectable distraction on any
Thursday afternoon.

It takes a special restaurant to
forget an order and still receive
I guess that
a good review.
p laces The Liberal Cup among
the greats.
On this brisk Homecoming
Weekend—the first one my parents ventured back to the College since my first year on the
Hill—my family and I trekked to
Hallowell for a tasty meal in restaurant that many
students list as one
of their favorites.
Strewn
with
signs
encouraging rowdy drinking and newspaper
clippings
memorializing Red Sox
victories. The Liberal Cup has an
atmosphere akin to
an Irish Pub with
an American twist.
It feels cozy on a
chill y fall day, and
the noise level by
the bar suggests
that the bartender
will, in fact, fill
your cup liberally.
This Saturday,
the
atmosphere
was
particularly
lively as baseball
fans crowded into
the pub to watch
the Red Sox. My family practicall y had "New Yorker" tattooed
to our foreheads when my father
asked a couple standing next to
us if tonight was Game 3. It was.
The beers on tap i n c l u d e
Bug Lager , A l e w i f e Ale , Old
H a l l o w Ale IPA , D r u m m e r s
Lane Brown Ale , For R i c h e r
or Poorter and Cassk K i c k i n

I P A . For t h o s e s h a k i n g t h e i r
heads in c o n f u s i o n : n e v e r
fear. The servers are eager
to exp lain the u n f a m i l i a r
n a m e s and g u i d e y o u to y o u r
personal preferences.
Our server had donned a Red
Sox jersey to show her support
for the team , and she clearly
had a busy ni ght ahead of her.
She forgot our appetizer order in the hustle and bustle of
the busy restaurant , but she
broug ht our main courses out
very quickly.
"Is there anything else I can get
you?" she asked.
"I may or may not
bring it.

It feels cozy
on a chilly
fall day, and
the noise
level by the
bar suggests
that the
bartender
will , in fact ,
fill your cup
liberally.

Sometimesajoke

is the best apology.
The food itself
was delicious. My
father devoured his
grilled reuben in
record time, praising the corned beef
throug hout.
My
mother thoroughly
enjoyed the grilled
salmon
foccacia
with arugula, tomatoes and Portobella mushrooms
on a toasted roll.
Even my burger,
complete with lettuce , tomato, Swiss
cheese and sauteed
onions, surpassed
my expectations.
We topped off the meal with
coffee , apple p ie and carrot
cake soaked in a rum-based
glaze . Needless to say, there
were no comp laints. Of course ,
many of the dishes that passed
by the table also caught my
eye, so don 't be surprised if
you see me heading out toward
Hallowell again soon.

Emerge Maine encourages female leaders
NEWS STAFF

Created in 2007, Emerge Maine is
a political organization with the goal
of recruiting Maine women to run
for Democratic seats in public office.
Beyond simple recruiting, the group
helps educate potential female candidates about skills like campaigning,
leadership and creating an extensive
network of women leaders.
The group began as a response
to a striking lack of females playing active roles in Maine government. According to their website ,
"In the 192 years since its statehood , Maine has elected a total of
three women to the U.S. Mouse of
Representatives , three women to
the U.S. Senate, and no women as
Governor of Maine. Currently, less
than 30 percent of Maine State leg-

"Emerge
Maine is eager to be
part of the
Democratic
solution by
recruiting and
training more
women to
run."
Katie Mae Simpson

now have a strong alumnae support
system in place to back them up.
Emerge Maine is eager to be part
of the Democratic solution by recruiting and training more women
to run," Emerge Maine Executive
Director Katie Mae Simpson said,
as quoted in a June 17th, 2011 press
release.
Democrat women interested
in politics apply to the program
and are selected based on criteria
ranging from past leadership skills
to interest in politics to those perceived to have potential as political
leaders. The class consists of the
20 to 25 women accepted into the
program and occurs over a sevenmonth period. In addition to time
devoted to outside preparation for
the class , the women must attend
70 hours of scheduled programs.
Kathy Kilrain del Rio, a member
of the Emerge Maine class of 2010

to bring such a diverse group of
women leaders together and meet

"I'm always
impressed
by the way
Emerge Maine
is able to
bring such a
diverse group
of women
leaders
together."
Kathy Kilrain del Rio
FrivrW MAin£> Rtllfinrtt

said in a testimonial. "We had a
variety of life experiences, came
from very different communities
throughout the state and were exploring running for different types
of elected offices. The trainers ,
staff' and volunteers made sure
that each of us had the support we
needed to be prepared for our individual campaigns."
Emerge Maine is part of a larger
organization.Emerge States, that began in order to encourage, train, and
support women running for Democratic seats in governmentacross the
United States. So far. Emerge States
has spread to fourteen states, including Maine, and has helped over 900
women run for elective office.
hi Maine, 42 alumnae of the
Emerge Maine program have been
elected to a variety of offices , including representative to tlie State
House, county district attorney, and

THURSDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

"A Jewish Journey Between
Genders "
4:30 p.m / Pugh Center

Experience Colby: Admissions Inf ormation Session
1:00 p.m / Lovejoy 100

ES Evening Lecture Series
6:30 p.m / Olin 1

Ballroom Dancing
3:30 p.m / Cotter Union

Mental Health Narratives
7:00 p.m / Diamond 142

Story Time with Trevor Shorb '14
8:00 p.m / Page Commons Room

Colby Visiting Writers' Series 2013-14:
Poetry Reading with Prof essor Peter Harris
7:00 p.m / Miller Library

Art Museum Masquerade Party
7:00 p.m / Art Museum

FRIDAY

World Today
8:00 p.m / Pugh Center

David Carey Lecture
3:00 p.m / Diamond 122

MONDAY

SATURDAY

Experience Colby: Real Research, Real Early
4:00 p.m / Diamond 142

WEDNESDAY

Halloween Extravaganza
10:30 a.m / Page Commons

Debate
4:00 p.m / Miller Library 014

ES LunchtimeLecture Series
11:30 a.m / Dana 012 Fairchild Dining Hall

The Miser
2:00 p.m / Mary Low Coffeehouse

EnviroCo Meeting
7:00 p.m / Mary Low Coffeehouse

What Matters to Me and Whyt
with Tarja Raag
12:00 p.m / Cotter Union LoPo

Fall Formal
5:00 p.m / Page Commons

Experience Colby: Social Event
8:00 p.m / Pugh Center

Fest of Lights
6:00 p.m / Foss Dining Hall

Broomball
8:30 p.m / Alfond Athletic Center

Lecture: Paula Frew
4:00 p.m / Diamond 122
Oak Speaker: Andrea Prasow
7:00 p.m / Diamond 122

THIS WEEK S FORECAST:
WATERVILLE, MAINE

Not every
collection
is special.

\>*$ps/j fi r

From a first-edition volume of
James Joyce's Ulysses to artifacts
from Colby's history, resources to
make your project perfect can be
found in Special Collections in
Miller Library. And, unlike some
of your childhood treasures,
they're all worth saving.

jj k

The Colby College Libraries
Bixler ¦ Miller - Olin • Special Collections

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

What's your favorite part about Fall?
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"Foliage."
- Sabrina Yang "17

"Ifs all about the colon. Ira romantic as ("Id"
-Nick Morriss "17
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"Eating thingsthat are pumpkin and apple flavored!"
-AnhUong17

"My answer ia also foliage."
- Craig Ballard '17

MEN'S RUGBY VS. UNE

JOKAS '
SPtCIALS

WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Goose Island Summertime 6 Pack
Now only 4.99 + Tax and Deposit
Stra Dog Wine
Now only 5.99 + Tax and Deposit
Natural Ice and Natural Li ght 30 Pack
Now Only 19.20 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers In
Central Maine

873-6228

PHOTO COURTEbl OF ALICE AJJAMOSA 15

Jack Sears 17 ttntlIXonen Pipkins ' 17 make a play at the rugby game during Family Weekend
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"Ifs going to atop raining and start snowing..."
- Andrew Elmore 16
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JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Charles '15 of Royal Clutch redefines the male rapper
lor Brooklyn) and clutch, as in,... everything that we made happen, we made happen ourselves "

By THOMAS THORNT ON
ASST. TECH EDITOR
Fabriee Charles ' 15 is the co-president
of Gentlemen of Quality (GQ) and an economics major with an administrative' SHenoe minor 1le is also a rapper
Charles grew up in the heart of Flathush , Brooklyn, and was exposed to hip
hop and rap at a very young age He
listened to artists like Wu-Tang Clan,
Notorious B I G and Redman as a kid.
Reflecting on his musical influenceshe
said, "the biggest effect. 1 would sa>.
was Jay-Z," but explained thai his musical tastes have since moved towards
other artists
Before he liad even reached double
digits. Charles was writing verses He
laughed and said, "I'd watch people on
the TV, and be like, 'all right. I can do
this ' I used to cut out CDs and make paper CDs and be like , yeah, my new album
lust dropped "
Charles started recording music at 15
> ears-oid with his older brotherand other
hometown friends "When we started out it
was like*) of us . and we used tojust play
Burnout make music and eat pizza," he
said Though thev started off making most
songs for humor, thev soon realized tiiat
there was some real talent amongst them
Most ofthe group branched oft to do their
own thing, but Charles joined up with two
others to create Roy al Clutch.
Royal Clutch is (he rap mo made up
of Jase. Charles's older brother. Kos D,
Jase's high school fnend and Charles,
aJca Reese. Royal in the sense that we all
come from kmus. Countv (the nickname

The tnohasjust releasedtheir new song
and music video "Welcome Back to BKLYN." which it currenUv has a 100 percent
thumbs up rate on YouTube "We really
appreciate it, which is a testament to hard
work... It 's definitely somethingwe work
hard to do. to create music that resonates
well with our audience as well as depicts
what we actually do It 's nice to see tlvat
100 percent like rate. It 's motivation "
Charles appreciates the camaraderie in the group and spoke about
the collaborative production process .
saying. "We definitel y take the tune
to sit down [together). Let 's discuss
a concept. Let ' s think of a beat Jase
will compose the beat rig ht in front ol
us. [and ask ] 'how do you want this to
sound* What do you want to do with
this? . . .* 1 think it 's more natural , because we can bounce oil ideas And
then we talk about concept . . . We
start to think of a hook How are we
going to get this message out? What 's
the main point of this song''"
However , Charles said thai there
is an independent , competitive nature
amongst them as well After meeting to work out the logistics behind
a song, he said , "eventually we will
branch off and go write our individual
verses and not consult. Because we
still have that competitive nature. Alright I want to be better than you on
this one . . so that 's like a drive , but
eventuall y we 'll come back together .
and talk about it," and ensure that
each of their parts are all related
Charles is a lot more than iust a mu-

sical artist On campus, he is actively
involved in the GO (Gentlemen of
Quality ) as Co-President. Exp laining
his and the club' s role , he said , "we
w ork to change the male perception
on campus and we do that by doing
a whole bunch of workshops regarding masculinity and popular culture 's
depiction of males and how we can
change that or address that . . . GQ is
a support sy stem of males " He is also
an active member ofthe Men of Color
Alliance (MOCA) and works towards
similar goals as well
Charles tries to separate college
from his music "When 1 get on campus . I know I' m focused on school. "
he said "Usually, I don 't write new
verses " Now . though, things are

Charles said, "eventually, we're going to
branch out and thenjust come back. Something like Outkast. We'll take time to
see if we can do it individually and then
come back "
Charles exp lained that they 've faced
a lot of obstacles since they began this
whole gig back in 2010. They 've had
to fight to build a fan base, find shows
and work through other challenges as
well. However, Charles is still clearl y
motivated and driven to accomplish
his goals. When asked where his moti-

vation originated , he replied: "We want
to establish a presence in the sense that
we w ant to be recognized as one ofthe
best. That 's our main goat: to tell our
story, people relate to it and people to
recognize that we 're doing something
meaningful. . . . We want to make a big
impact. We want to change hi p-hop."
You can find Royal Clutch's full album "The 21 and Up Club" on BandCamp, additional songs on SoundCloud, music v ideos on YouTube and
the official fanpage on Faccbook.

changing "Nowadays I try to wnte
more v erses here . . . because when
I' m in that music mind frame, everything ts liberated. Like in the sense that
I have no stresses. "
Althoug h Charles goes to a school
that is hundreds of miles from Brooklyn, he still remains connected to
Royal Clutch "We talk everyday . .
We talk about what we want to do.
how we want to do it They usually
tell me. 'We made this new song, you
gotta jump on it ' So when I get back
home
I got a lot to do. I got to
listen to e v e r y t h i n g "
The group has plans for the future
as well They have many tracks already recorded waiUngto he released, and
U»ey are working on new material Charles
said that there are tentative plans for a
concert at a venue in Connecticut, though
tilings remain to be worked out
As far as the overall goals ol the trio.

VIMEOCOM

Charles 15 rapsin oneo f I t i newest
s
m u s w v k l c o sClutch'
f o r s song "Fnsti Faces. "

Celebrated slam poet Andrea Gibson visits the College
By ELISE OZAR O WSK1
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The night I was torn f rom the
pages of their Bible/and burned alive '
my ashes came down like snow 'a nda
girl who had neverseen my face saw
me falling from the sky and lay down
on her back to make an angel in the
p o w d c r o j t m bones

-Andrea Gibson
So begins "Ashes ." a poem
i n s p i r e d by a story of a soldier
b u r n e d to d e a t h solel y because
of his sexual o r i e n t a t i o n A n d r e a
Gibson ' s d e l i v e r y of "Ashes
Is especiall y p o w e r f u l ; m a n y
s t u d e n t s packed into Page on
Oct. 23 and w a t c h e d as she eonfronted c o n t r o v e r s i a l issues w i t h
her v o i c e M u c h of her m a t e rial is i n t e n s e and e m o t i o n a l l y
c h a r g e d , o f t e n l e a d i n g to tears
in t h e a u d i e n c e A l t h o u g h slam
poetry can often seem melodramatic. Gibson 's use of unique
images grounds her work, m a k ing it accessible, evocative and
enjoyable lo experience Gibson
specializes in spoken word , an art
that can onl y be f u l l y a p p r e c i a t e d
t h r o u g h the artist ' s performance
Gibson was the first to w i n the
Women ' s World Poetry Slam and
has won t i t l e s such as the N a t i o n '"

al Poetry Slam of the I n d i v i d u a l
World Poetry Slam However, she
does not l i m i t her i d e n t i t y solel y
to poet. She is an a c t i v i s t , feminist and proud dog owner. One
of the most intense poems of the
night was "A Letter to my Dog,
Exploring the H u m a n C o n d i t i o n "
Writing a good poem about a dog
is difficult , but Gibson manages
to do so (lawlessl y w i t h lines like
"If I could I w o u l d put your beating heart in m y m o u t h and suck
on it like a / p i e c e of cand y so
1 could f i n a l l y u n d e r s t a n d how
y o u got so sweet. " W h i l e t h i s
image m i g ht onl y appeal to dog
l o v e r s , the i n t e n s e bond b e t w e e n
poet and pet has n e v e r been more
e v i d e n t . L i n e s l i k e these prove
lo be e v e n more powerful w h e n
c o n t r a s t e d w i t h more h u m o r ous ones like "I don 't care t h a t
you n e v e r t a l k about c a p i t a l i s m
or p a t r i a r c h y or t h e / heteronorm a t i v e hegemonic paradigm
/
I know y o u ' re s a v i n g the w o r l d
every time you get poo stuck in
your butt hair / and you don ' t go
looking for someone to blame. "
A n d r e a Gibson ' s effectiveness

comes from many p laces. It may
be the w a y she a t t a c k s the issues
m a n y fear most , or the w a y that
she refuses to lay blame on any
one group or person She n e v e r
shies away from the issues of
race, gender, s e x u a l i t y , s p i r i t u a l -

ity, mental health , self-harm or
love. Instead , she faces each issue directly without overwhelming or patronizing her audience.
She recognizes not only the
weaknesses of society, but also
the strengths. Gibson closed the
nig ht w i t h a p a r t i c u l a r l y emotionall y draining poem called "The
Nutritionist" (also known as "The
Madness Vase"). In the poem, she
exp lores self-harm, depression
and the process of overcoming
each. Assumedly, not every single member of the a u d i e n c e had
experienced e v e r y t h i n g discussed
in the p o e m , but Gibson 's words
were so p o w e r f u l that they all o w e d each member of the audience to appreciate the i n t e n s i t y of
t h e poem in his or her o w n w a y .
A l o n g w i t h her poetry, Gibson shared w i t h the audience
subtle tips d u r i n g the performance. Such h i n t s on p e r f o r m ing p o e t r y resonated w i t h poets
in the audience; for examp le ,
she shared that there is a balance
between feeling too little and
feeling too much w h e n delivering a poem. She added earnestl y
that if she feels too much, she
cries, and w h e n she cries the audience just wants to snugg le her .
an odd yet endearing sentiment
as many would descri be Gibson
not as emotional but incredibl y
s t r o n g for her ability to share

her story and empower many.
Along withempowering through
poetry, Gibson tries to help those
who feel alone to curb their loneliness and give them reasons to stay
in this world in an online community called stayherewithme.
com. The website has spaces for

members to share their own experiences and read about others ',
while creating a safe space for
those who need it. Andrea Gibson 's words have the . potential
to soothe and evoke all listeners
as she begs us to "Live / Live /
Live " (from "The Nutritionist ").
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Museumto host MasqueradeParty PORTLAND STRING QUARTET PERFORMS
The Colby Museum
will host a masked
ball on Halloween
By CHRISTY ADLER

&

LINDSAY FRETER
NEWS STAFF

Tonight , Oct. 31, the Colby
Museum will join in on the
holiday spirit by hosting the
Halloween Masquerade Party.
Beg inning at 7:00 p.m. and continue until 9:00 p.m., the ball
will provide food , drink and live
music will play throughout the
evening. The combined themes
of masquerade and Halloween
serve as the event 's inspirations.
Attendees are encouraged to
come in their best costumes, and
in particular , art-inspired attire.
The evening will be filled
with games and activities, such
as, mask making, photo booths,
scavenger hunts , and trick-ortreating throug h the galleries.
Prizes will be awarded to the
first 100 students to complete the

scavenger hunt. Also, a costume
contest will also be held at the
end ofthe night , judged by President Adams and a panel of students. Winners will be awarded
gift cards to local restaurants or
museum merchandise.
The event was first thought up
after the success of the Student
Opening Celebration in early September. The museum was flooded
with students eager to celebrate
and learn more about the new addition to the Colby community.
As stated by the student liaison Jessica Kravit '14 , the
masquerade party serves as
another means of making the
museum an "integral part of
students ' experience during
their time at Colby." Further ,
joining together for a sophisticated , educational evening is
an opportunity to break up the
classic Colby Social Scene ,
bringing together students with
different interests.
The event hopes to inspire students to become more involved
with the museum, despite their respective majors or extracurricular
activities. Students can become involved by volunteering at the museum , by attending museum-spon-

sored lectures, or by even browsing
and enjoying the museum on their
own time. The event coordinators
also hope to show students how
the museum acts as a valuable academic resource on campus.
The Masquerade Party will also
serve as an opportunity to showcase student work. The Big Open
Show will open Hallow een night
in the student lounge on the second floor of the museum, and allow attendees to view and appreciate the talent that exists within
our own student body.
The idea for a costume ball
was inspired by museums such as
the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
which throw s an annual themed
costume party. The gala is a way
to celebrate creativity and artistry
by demonstrating the relationship between art, fashion , and
costume. Further, the concept of
a masquerade is fitting for Halloween, as both revolve around
the idea of hiding or concealing
one 's identity, thus creating a
sense of mystery.
By combining both art and
community, the gala will provide
Colby with the much-needed
spooky mystery of Halloween as
well as the wonders ofthe arts.
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f t a h iAI
m Haj and his string quartet put on a concert in Larimer Cliapel last weekend.

Powder & Wig presents The Miser
Colbys theaterclub
breathesnew lif e
intoa classic
By SARAH BOLAIND
NEWS STAFF

Powder & Wig is keeping
busy w i t h their modern interpretation of The Miser. This
Eng lish adaptation of a Moliere
play is about love , family,
identity, and greed. Harpagon.
played by Bcrtrand Teirlinck
'14, is a meddling father who
is constantly interfering with his
children 's love lives because of
his obsession with money. This
mi ght sound dramatic but this
is a comedy full of wit. Costume designer of The Miser ,
Elisabeth Chee '16, describes
the comedy as a "good mix between physical humor and a lot
of wordp lay. " The show keeps
everyone on their toes, including both actors and audience.
Teirlinck explains that this "fastpaced comedy is derived from
the fact that people have to stay
on top of each other 's lines. "
This is a task that challenges
both the actors and the audience.
In regards to the preparation
process , auditions were held
back in the third week of Sep-

tember and rehearsals began
immediately after. Acting began with individual character
meetings and eventually grew
to larger-sized rehearsals. Right
now, the team of 22 is amidst the
hectic days of tech week. This
portion of rehearsal includes
everything from running cues
to finalizing blocking. In their
spare time, the cast has begun
the daunting task of a jigsaw
puzzle, which they hope to soon
complete—Teirlinck describes
the puzzle as the "mystical element of Mar Low. " Their rehearsal and performance space is
located at the coffeehouse, which
is used by Powder and Wig about
once a year. Cast member Tommy
Webel "16 explains the advantages ofthe Mary Low location: "the
coffeehouse is a really nice space
because we get to practice here
as well as perform here.** Cast
member Emily Post '15 points
out "the nice thing about the
space is that it is very intimate. "
The coffeehouse gives Powder
and Wi g the convenience of rehearsing in their performance
space and provides a more upclose d ynamic for the audience.
Will Bonney ' 16 . director of
The Miser , decided to select
this Moliere piece for many
reasons. Bonney had done the
show in high school , but it
was centered around the 17th

century. Bonney is going for a
modern, m i n i m a l i s t approach
that w i l l put the emphasis on
characters , rather than the setting. Bonney exp lains that older plays , like The Miser , still
resonate with us today because
of their universal meanings.
Bonney explains how "everything involved in the show can
stand on its own without all
of the spectacle. " Costumes
are an also an important element to Bonney 's vision for
the show. Chee explains that
"costumes arc m a i n l y pulled
from [actors '] closets because
it is a very modern show . . .
the more comfortable the actors are in their clothing, the
less they have to worry . . . they
can focus on being in the scene
and in the moment. " Through
minimalist
clothing.
Bonney can maintain the show as
an actor-centered production.
Costumes are kept modern so
it 's both f a m i l i a r and less interfering with the actors ' work.
The Miser will be debuting
on Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. and on
Nov. 2nd at 2 p.m. and 7:30
p.m. Tickets cost two dollars
and w i l l be sold throug hout the
w e e k a t P u I v e r from 10a.m. to 2
p.m. Both cash and Colby card
are accepted. Tickets will also
be sold the day of—doors open
a half hour before the show.
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THIS WEEK
AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
Carrie (R)
1 30 p.m., 4 15 pm., 7 p m . 9:25 p.m.
Gravity (PG-13)
1 p.m, 3 50 p.m (3D). 7 10 p.m. (3D). 9:20 pm. (3D)
Escape Plan (R)
1:15 p m„ 4:05 p m . 6 50 p m . 9:40 p m
Insidious: Chapter 2 (PG-I3)
! 25 pin , 7.20 p m
Runner, Runner (R)
4 10 p m . 9 45 p m
Prisoners (R)
12 5 0 p m , 3 5 5 p m . ? 15 p m
Captain Phillips (PG-I3)
12 55 p.m., 3:45 p.m.. 645 p m . 9 30 p.m
Machete Kills (R)
1 pm.935 pm
Cloud y with a Chance ot Meatballs (PG)
12 45 p m . 2 50 p m . 455 p.m. (3D). 7 (15 p m .9:15 p m (3D)
We're the Millers (R)
1:10p.m.. 6.55 p m

RAILROAD SQUARE
Oct. 11 - Oct. 17
Enough Said (PG-13)
3 p.m.. 5 p.m.. 7 p.m.. 8 55 p.m. (Fn. & Sat.). 1 p.m (Sal & bun.)
Enzo Avitablle Music Life (Unrated)
3 ID p m , 5 10 p.m . 7:10 p.m. (except Mon ). 8:55 p m (Fit & Sal ).
1:10 p.m. (Sal. St Sun )
Wadjda ( PG)
2:50 p m . 4:50 p m . 6:50 p.m (except F n . Sal Sf Sun.)

Masquerade Party

m

77ie Miser

Thursday
Oct 3 1 , 7 p m

'
m
1

Tuesday& Wednesday

"

I

Picturing
The Civil War and its
Echoes
African-Americans After
I
Emancipation

Nov I & 2.7 p.m.
Mary Low Coffee House

I

Sunday
Nov 6,12 pm.
Colby Museum

I

Monday
Nov 7. 12 p.m.
Colby Museum

The Anonymous People (Unrated )
7:30 p.m (Mon Nov 4)
The Best Sundance Shorts o f t h e Year (Unrated)
6 50 p nv (Fn . Sal & Sun.). 8:50 p m (Fn. & Sat), 12:50 p.m. (Sat & Sun )

DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Colby
On Deck
FEATUREDGAMES
VOLLEYBALL
AT CONN. COLLEGE
FRIDAY, NOV. 1
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CROSS COUNTRY
AT NESCAC CHAMPIONSHIPS

SATURDAY, NOV. 2

FOOTBALL
VS. TUFTS

SATURDAY, NOV. 2

PHOTO COURTESY OF JUL ANNA HAUBNER

Louw Scheepers '15
SPORT:

Football
POSITION:
Kicker/Punter
HOMETOWN:
San Diego, CA

K

v-'

Ptj nts ins ide the 20-yd

line against Bates

WHY: Taking on the responsibilities of both kicking
and punting for the Mules, Scheepers was named
the New England Small College Athletic Conference
Football Special Teams Player of the Week. Against
rival Bates , Scheepers had five of his seven punts
downed inside the 20-yard line and made all three
of his extra point attempts. Among the five punts
was a third-quarter gamechanger that bounced out
of bounds just short of the goalline.

WOMEN'S RUGBY
AT BOWDOIN
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MULE WEEKLY ROUNDUP

SATURDAY, NOV. 2

By PETE CRONKTTE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Field Hockey: In the penultimate week of their season ,
the women of Colby field
hockey split their two games .
The first, a non-league matchup
against Thomas College , was a
resounding nine goal shutout.
Leading scorer Megan Fortier
'16 added three more goals to
add to her season tally of 27.
while goaltenders Sarah Evans
'16 and Michell e Burt '14 split
lime in goat. The Mules ' second
game was a more tightly-fought
contest against second-ranked
Bowdoin. The teams played

extraordinarily through the first
half, with the potent Polar Bear
offense stymied by the visitors *
dedicated defensive play. Bowdoin 's second half was more
fruitful ,- however, and they put
in four quick goals , allowing
none and taking the game late.
Rugby : The women 's team
has been outstanding all year ,
and their homecoming weekend
game was no different. They
were faced with the notoriously challenging Tufts team on
Saturday, and came out with a
hard-earned ten point win. With
tries scored by Grace Fowler
'17 and Jade Enright '15 , the
Mules left the field with a

17-7 victory and a ticket to the
playoffs. Althoug h Colby was
forced to forfeit an early season
match against Bowdoin due
to administrative difficulties,
the team won ail five games
that they played. Later in the
afternoon , the men 's team took
down University of New England by a score of 20-0. Tries
by captain Sam Poulin '14 and
first year Darrien Pipkins put
the team ahead in the first half ,
and sealed the Nor 'Easter 's
fate , respectively. The men finish Iheir year 2-3-1. The one tie
was also due to administrative
difficulties, as both the Mules
and Bates were forced lo forfeit
for separate reasons.

Coach Herman Boone visits College

Head f ootball
coach f rom f ilm
talks on the Hill
By THOMAS ATTAL
SPOHTS EDITOR

It has become virtually impossible to discuss great sports films
today without the unanimous
GOAT tag eventually being put on
Remember the Titans . A cinematic classic, the- film was directed in
2000 by Boaz Yakin and remains
.is quotable as it is recognizable.
The p loi revolves around the racial integration issues faced by
the 197 1 T.C. Williams football
ic.im and their head coach Herman Boone. Boone ' s whirlwind
ire-k through life has taken him
to a 1971 Virginia State Championship , hettig portrayed by the

legendary Den/el Washington on
the big screen , and finally here to
Colby College.
Broug ht to the Hill as a guest
speaker by the Pugh Community
Board . Coach Boone was born
in Virginia in 1935 and lives
there to this day with his wife
and three children. His coaching career began with a stint in
Virginia in 1958 at Lulher H.
Foster High School. Three years
later, Boone decided to move to
L.J. Hayes Hig h School in North
Carolina where he put together
an extremely successful nineseason run.
However. Wilhamstown 's unwillingness to stand behind an
African-American coach ultimately cost him his job. That ' s
when T.C. Williams came calling.
Despite pressures to appoint ihe
Caucasian Bill Yoasl to the position , the school board ultimately
decided to accompany the school

system 's integration with the hiring of Boone. By the end of the
year , hard work and motivation
had topped prejudice in producing a state championship.
According to Coach Boone ,
the film 's efforts to maintain
contact with him left it mostly
factually correct , but there were
nonetheless a couple of errors
due to "real life not making good
movies " and "it being about the
money." The first discrepancy is
that Coach Boone insists he absolutel y did not make a bunch
of hi gh schoolers run throug h
the woods in the pouring rain
in the middle of the night, but
rather that he piled them onto a
bus. The ridiculously inspira tional speech on the backdrop of
Ihe Gettysburg Address though ,
is real. Additionally, Sunshine
makes sure Coach Boone lells
every audience he talks to that he
in fact, did not. kiss Gerry.

PHOTO COURTESY Of PUGH COMM BOARD

( tiach Herman Boone.» ho was portrayed by Penzel Washington in the film
Remember (lie Titans , spoke of diversity and adversity at Colby College

M. Soccer can 't end skid at Bowdoin

Colby continues
to struggle, drops
game on the road
By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's soccer team
traveled down to rival Bowdoin
on Saturday, catching a Polar
Bear team looking to tack on to
their five-game winning streak
on Senior Day at Pickard Soccer Field. The Mules , on the
other hand , entered the contest
looking to get back in the win
column after three straight New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) losses.
In the end , Bowdoin was too
much for Colby to handle , as
three second-half goals from
three different players catapulted
the Polar Bears lo a 4-1 victory.
Ben Brewster opened the
scoring for Bowdoin in the 13th
minute when the senior back
volleyed a corner kick from
Hunter Miller past Mule goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser '15 ,
w h o had no chance on the play.
Brewster did a nice job freeing
himself from the defender and
getting in position to receive
the cross.
Colby responded 10 minutes
later , when Keith Chernin '14
buried a rebound from in close.
A long shot from outside of the
penalty area advanced the play
inlo a high-scoring area , where
a couple of fortunate bounces
left the Bowdoin net completely
empty for Chernin , who is now
the team 's leading scorer (3G ,
3A) on the season.
The match remained tied after an even first half of soccer.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Colby junior midfielder Andrew Woonton attempts to push the ball past a Bowdoin defender. Despite going into halftime with the score still tied, the Mules ultimately fell to their NESCAC rivals 4-1 Colby remains wintess m the conference going into their last x/ioiu/uun ofthe seasonagainst another rival Bates College
Matt Dias Costa put the Polar
Bears ahead once again , and for
good , at the 56-minute mark.
Zach Danssaert 's rush set up the
p lay beautifully, as he advanced
the ball down the left wing before cutting towards the middle
of the field. Danssaert dished
the ball off to Dias Costa , who
fired off a rocket of a shot just
beneath the cross bar.
Two goals from Sam White
and Danssaert in the final twelve
minutes put the Mules away for
good. White 's came as the result of strong pressure from the

The match remained tied after
an even firs t half
of soccer. Matt
Dias Costa put
the Polar Bears
ahead for good.

Polar Bears. After Funkhouser
made the original save on a
header off of a cross , Bowdoin
corralled the ball and sent it into
an open area. White , who had
been trailing the play, pounced
on the loose ball and sent it i n t o
the lower ri ght hand corner of
the net from point blank range.
Danssaert closed the scoring
on a yet another great individual
effort with six minutes to p lay .
Much like his assist before, he
made a run down the left wing
and was able to shake two Colby
defenders before sending a line

drive past a diving Funkhouser.
Bowdoin oulshot Colby 14-10
en route to victory. Funkhouser
was credited with five saves.
With the loss , Colby fell to 4-9
overall and 0-9 in the NESCAC
The Mules h a \ e just one
match left , meaning seniors
Chris Pratt , Nate Tolman , Chris
Roecotag liata , Grey Benjamin ,
and Jonathan Sommer will celebrate Senior Day this coming
Wednesday against Bates College. The Mules earned a 3-2
win a season ago on the road
against Bates.

Patriots bounce back against Dolphins
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

Well I just don 't know what
to expect from this Patriots team
anymore. It seems like w h e n e v e r
I think they are going to strugg le
(Allanla , New Orleans , and Miami) they play really well and
g ive me hope. Then whenever I
expect them to win (Cincinnati
and New York), they strugg le
and lose. It makes me nervous
about next week against the
Steelers , which is a game the
Patriots should win. Thai being
said , this week is precisely the
reason thai I sincerely doubt that
any other learn will win ihe AFC
l ast any time soon.
Nobody else is good enoug h.
The Jets beat the Patriots last
week in a contest thai reall y
could have gone cither way, but
then went and got shellacked by
the Bengals , albeit a good team.
The Dolphins are now 0-4 since

second-half collapse against the
Patriots in which QB Ryan Tannehill was sacked 5 times , fumbled once , and threw an INT on
Ihe Dol phins ' last possession.
The game seemed like il 'd be
a piece of cake after the Pats '
defense forced I wo losses in
a row on run p lays and an incomp lelion from Tannehill on
the game 's opening possession.
Tom Brady and company trotted
out onto the field featuring both
Rob Cironkowski and Danny
Amendola lor the first time ever.
The nice feeling was gone aboul
a minute of football later after
Brady 's first pass of the game ,
targeted al Gronk , was picked
off , leading directly to a TD pass
by a scrambling Tannehill to pul
(he Fish up 7-0. Miami wore the
Patriots ' field position down lor
the nest severa l series before
d r i v i n g 5X yards for another TD.
The Patriots responded with a
field goal drive aided by a penally on 3rd down extending
ihe drive , but Miami field coal

the Pals kneeled on the ball and
went into the half meekly to the
boos o f t h e home crowd.
The Patriots started the second half with a three-and-out
and Miami again drove into field
goal range before Donl ' a High*
tower came up big and sacked
Tannehill at the 28 yard-line tor
a 9-yard loss. The following 46yard field goal attempt by Caleb
Slurgis bounced off the rig ht uprig ht. The game turned and suddenl y ihe Dolp hins deflated.
The ensuing Patriots ' drive
took five plays and 1:45 lo go
64 yards for a touchdown , scoring on a beautifully t h r o w n ball
from Brady to Aaron Dobson.
who reeled it in for Ihe first TD
of his NFL career. On the second play of the Dol phins ' next
possession , Tannehill was strip
sacked b y Logan Ryan and Rob
N i n k o M c h recovered Ihe ball
deep in M i a m i territory. Brandon
Bolder, converted it into a touchdown three plays Inter and suddenly the name was tied at 17.

a field goal , which would have
been the first touchdown of the
season for Gronk had his catch
not been called back on an offensive holding penalty.
The fourth quarter started w i t h
the Pats up 20-17 , having just
managed 17 straig ht points in
the third quarter. The Dolp hins
began lo put something together
after the field goal by Stephen
Gostowski , but again the Patriots caine up bigger in the hig h
pressure situation as Tannehill
threw his first INT of the game
on an amazing athletic play by
Devin McCourly, who tipped the
ball in ihe air as he was falling
out-of-bounds so thai it could be
caug ht m-bounds on a fantastic
catch by Marquis Cole. Again ,
the Patriots made ihe Dol p hins
pay for their mislakes , m a r c h i n g
6° yards for the touchdown on a
three-yard run by Stevan Ridle\
to make it 27-17 . The Dolphins
mounted one more effort , tim ing to the New England 15 yardline before Nmkovich sacked

Jones blocked the ensuing 46yard field goal attempt. The
Patriots and Dolphins each possessed it again , but the game wa s
essentially over at that point . And
the Patriots wrapped up a good
w i n 27-17.
So w h i c h Pats will show up
next week in Gillette against the
Steelers? Recent patterns would
suggest possibly the incoherent
and incompetent offense and defense that is just too banged up.
Bui. if " the Patriots can p la> as
well as ihey played in the second half of their game this week ,
they could be a legitimate threat
in an AFC where anybody can
be had , even the Broncos. They
shouldn 't be counted out jusl
yet. but they 've also got a long
way to go if they want lo seriousl y compete tor a championship ,
and as the injury bug continues
lo hit (Aqib Talib and Tommy
Kell y missed another game and
Sebastian Vollmer left after
screaming in pam as Ins rig ht lei;
was rolled up on), this could turn

Football defeats Bates on Homecoming

Mules top rivals
at home in big
NESCAC victory
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Colby Mules are riding
high this week following their
second straight win , a convincing 21-3 effort over the hated rival Bates Bobcats in front of a
large homecoming crowd. Colby
avenged last year 's miserable
31-6 defeat in Lewiston which
gave Bates the Colby-Bowdoin-

Bates title. This year , the Mules
can win their first outright CBB
title since 2005 with a win over
Bowdoin in the season finale in
two weeks.
Colby opened the scoring
on their first possession of the
game. After stopping Bates in
a three-and-out on the opening
drive of the game, quarterback
Justin Ciero '16 ran for a 18-yard
run that set up a huge run from
first-year running back Carl Lipani , who rumbled 49 yards and
dove into the end-zone for the
score. The two teams settled in
after that , as they traded punts
for the rest of the first quarter
before Bates got on the board

The Mules responded , though,
with a huge pitch
and catch from
Ciero to first-year
Ryder Arsenault
for 51 yards, setting up a six-yard
score by Lipani.

in the second with a 31-yard
field goal. Desp ite entering the
game first in the New England
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) in rushing, the
Bobcats struggled to run the ball
all day, and this particular drive
was set up by big pass plays of
41 and 35 yards.
The Mules responded , though ,
with a huge pitch and catch
from Ciero to first-year Ryder
Arsenault for 51 yards, setting
up a 6-yard run by Lipani for his
second score of the day. Colby
look the 14-3 lead into half and
had the fans rocking and rolling
at Harold Alfond Stadium.
The defense forced another
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Colby starting quarterback Justin Ciero '16 runs in a 25-yard touchdown as Bates defenders look on. The Mules would come away with a decisive 21-3 win.

Volleyball 3-0 at tourney
By PETE CRONKITE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Following a difficult string of
six league matches, Ihe volleyball
learn rebounded with three emphatic victories this weekend in a
non-league tournament The Muks
currently sit lied for 8th in the competitively spread out New England
Small College Athlelic Conference
(NESCAC). The weekend of the
18th held a particularly difficult
draw for Colby, with away matches
against first-place Williams and
third-place Amherst. Falling in
those games dropped Colby 's overall record lo 6-11.
This weekend , however, the
team traveled down to Massachusetts for ihe Volleyball Hall

of Fame Invitational. With games
played at several different colleges
in the area, the tournament brings
together 16 NCAA Division III
teams for a tightly-fought tournament each year.
The Mules played three matches
againsl Wheaton College, Mount
Hol yoke and Bridgewater State
University, and swept their series.
With strong offensive and defensive play combined , the Mules
took their matches by a combined
game score of 9-2.
They kicked off the weekend with a Friday nighl matchup
against Whealon and closed it out
wilh iwo on Saturday against , in
turn , host Mount Holyoke and
Brid gewater Stale. Kim Donaldson '16, the team 's season leader
in kills and blocks , was a standout
again this weekend. Donaldson

earned 31 kills and 9 blocks over
the weekend.
Teammate and fellow sophomore Sarah Arvidson was exceptional as well , being named to the
all-tournament team by the end of
ihe w eekend, largely thanks to her
61 defensive digs against Holyoke
and Bridgewater State.
Colby 's three strong wins do,
however, lead the team into another difficult week of NESCAC play.
With only three games left in the
season, two are against top-ranked
league opponents. Compounding
ihe difficulty ofthe two teams will
be the fact that the Mules play two
days in a row, with two games the
second day. First is a visit lo fifthplace Connecticut College, while a
doubleheader al Tufls againsl the
Jumbos and Simmons will close
out Ihe season for the Mules.

STANDINGS

big three-and-out by Bates after a beautiful punt from Louw
Scheepers '15 that went out at
the Bates ' 1-yard line. A short
punt and return set the Mules
up at the Bobcats ' 25-yard line.
Ciero wasted no time in taking advantage of the great field
position , bolting all 25 yards in
one play to push the lead all the
way to 21-3. Ciero finished the
game with 21 rushes for 87 yards
in addition to 167 yards passing
while Lipani gained 68 yards on
10 touches. The rest of the game
was scoreless as Colby suffocated the visitors from Lewiston
and secured their third win o f t h e
season; but they want more.
Colby 's three losses this season have come to teams with
a combined 17-1 record (with
that one loss coming to one of
the three) and next week's opponent is Tufts University. The
Jumbos hav e had a difficult season so far. They are 0-6 and have
lost to Bates and Williams , two
teams that Colb y has handled
easily. When the two faced off
lasl season , Colby came away
wilh a 21-14 victory on the road.
The Mules can 't get cocky, but if
they play the way they have these
past two weeks , they will carry
the day next Saturday in the last
home game o f t h e season. A win
would give the team their first
winning season since 2005. The
final game of the season will be
a tough one , as Colby will travel
down to Brunswick to face familiar rival in Bowdoin College. The
Polar Bears are 2-4 lo date , but
with learns that see each other
so often , anything can happen. If
Colby wins both games, they will
finish 5-3 with a young team having lost to only the three absolute
powerhouses o f t h e conference.
STATISTICS

